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1 Introduction

1.1 This rebuttal proof should be read in conjunction with my main proof.

1.2 In this document I refer to the Proofs of Evidence of Martin Farrington, Neil Chadwick,

Paul Hanson and Gordon Robertson.

1.3 The fact that this rebuttal does not respond to every matter raised in the evidence of

submitter witnesses within my area of expertise should not be taken as an acceptance of

the matters raised.

2 The Evidence of Martin Farrington

2.1 Paragraphs 6.12 to 6.14 of Mr Farrington’s Proof detail the claimed ‘gulf’ in transport

funding between London and the regions, setting out an argument that Leeds is therefore

somehow overdue funding: “although NGT is the single largest transport infrastructure

project in the Leeds City Region, the £250m proposed to be spent on NGT is relatively

small when set in the context of the £36 billion that the Government is spending on

transport infrastructure projects in London”. That is not a sound justification. The

allocation of scarce Government funding of any type, transport included, should not be a

matter of “buggins turn”, but should be spent on schemes which represent value for

money for all taxpayers and deliver benefits for their communities.

2.2 In order to have their effect on economic development and creation of employment,

transport infrastructure schemes need to meet a number of conditions, concerning for

example:

 the delivery of a sustainable competitive advantage over existing transport

services;

 the ability to serve in a useful and practical way parts of the city that are

economically deprived;

 the provision of access to new land use development schemes which are going

to create employment opportunities; and

 making a real and sustainable contribution to the reduction of congestion.

NGT does none of these things and therefore offers very poor value for money for both

UK taxpayers and the Leeds council-tax payers who will be obliged to fund the £77m local

contribution. Increased funding for transport infrastructure in the Leeds City Region

should be targeted on the right scheme, which will deliver its claimed benefits, not spent

on any scheme solely because the money is there.
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2.3 Paragraph 6.16 states that “future phases of NGT can only be realised, if this first phase

as proposed through the LTVS [Leeds Trolley Vehicle Scheme], is approved”. The initial

phase as proposed does not represent value for money, and it is most unlikely that

subsequent phases would either. Thus the argument for the approval of this Order acting

as a gateway to future extensions fails; in any case, at the first hurdle, this Application

must be treated on its merits alone, without reference to future schemes which may or

may not be developed by the Promoters and which may or may not receive funding

approval.

3 The Evidence of Neil Chadwick

3.1 Paragraph 3.42 bullet point 2 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick states that “NGT will have

journey times faster than the bus alternative”. However, as I noted in Paragraph 9.13 and

9.14 of my Proof of Evidence, NGT will increase the Generalised Journey Time of many

existing public transport users on the north corridor, by splitting the existing 20-22 buses

an hour frequency into two segregated services, so increasing both walk time and wait

time sufficient to offset and in some cases more than negate any in-vehicle time savings.

3.2 Paragraph 3.42, bullet point 3 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick states that “the NGT

specification is for high quality stops to be provided and for the NGT vehicles to deliver a

step change to the quality of the vehicles on offer in the NGT corridors.” Two points arise

from this statement, initially addressed by FWY in its Statement of Case:

(a) As noted in Paragraph 2.16 and 2.17 of the FWY Statement of Case regarding

vehicle quality:

(i) The fleet of vehicles currently operating bus services on the NGT

corridor have an average age of three years. All operate with air

suspension and the latest technological advancements to provide the

best available ride quality to FWY’s customers, subject of course to the

smoothness and evenness of the road surface upon which they travel.

(ii) The NGT vehicles are a similar design with identical wheels and

suspension systems to a conventional diesel, hybrid or battery powered

bus. Since ride quality is a function of vehicle design and road surface

quality, FWY does not accept the assertion that NGT would of itself

improve the quality of travel in a way that could not be delivered by

existing bus services on the corridor.

(b) This is supported by the Promoters’ Sub Mode Option Report (Core Document

Reference C-1-16), which states: “The use of common vehicle platforms and

suspension components across sub modes means that ride quality is more likely

to be influenced by the infrastructure on which the vehicles are operating than
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the characteristics of the vehicle itself. We have not identified any significant

differences in vehicle-related ride quality between the sub modes under

consideration”.

(c) As noted in paragraphs 2.9 to 2.11 of the FWY Statement of Case regarding

stops and quality attributes:

(i) It is not necessary to build a trolley bus system in order to achieve

improvements to the quality of the environment or facilities at bus stops;

(ii) Level boarding at stops is not a function of the proposed trolley system,

and would require some form of guidance to be achieved successfully

by the proposed vehicles in the same way as some conventional buses;

and

(iii) The same benefits could be achieved for conventional buses.

3.3 Paragraph 3.44, bullet point 3 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick states that Mr Chadwick’s

team “has been responsible for the calculation of operating costs savings that will come

about from fewer buses operating on the north corridor.” However, as noted in Paragraph

15.7 of my Proof of Evidence, there is no evidence to suggest that the bus operators

would behave in accordance with the Promoters’ assumptions or indeed would make any

cuts at all. Therefore, this alleged “saving” should be removed from any economic

assessment of the NGT scheme.

3.4 In Paragraph 3.46, Mr Chadwick states, “The annualisation factors are bespoke to the

assessment of the NGT project and their derivation is set out in Core Document C-1-12.”

Mr Chadwick goes on to assert that, “these factors have been derived from local data and

I am satisfied that the annualisation factors are appropriate for assessment of NGT and

are consistent with NGT guidelines.” However, as noted in section 7.1 of the TAS

Supplementary Report at Appendix 2 of my Proof of Evidence, the annualisation factors

do not take proper account of:

 the effect of university vacations;

 the latest trends in public transport use during the evenings and at weekends;

and

 the reduced likelihood of motorists switching modes during the evenings and

weekends.

The annualisation factors should therefore be adjusted in accordance with the TAS

recommendations in Table 17 of the TAS Supplementary Report, at Appendix 2 of my

Proof of Evidence.
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3.5 Paragraph 3.47 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick states that “one of the benefits from

NGT comes from the more punctual journeys that it will provide.” The assertions in this

Paragraph and the analysis undertaken in Core Document C-1-11 are seriously flawed,

principally because they confuse three things:

(a) Punctuality of vehicles at stops – i.e. the operation of the service in accordance

with a published timetable;

(b) The delivery of the scheduled journey time (the predictability of the in vehicle

time); and

(c) The Traffic Commissioners’ definition of “on time” as being between 60 seconds

early and 5 minutes, 59 seconds late.

3.6 However, Department for Transport guidance1 on the assessment of punctuality for bus

services shows that for “frequent services” (i.e. those operating more than five services

per hour), the correct measurement is excess waiting time – which is based on the

advertised frequency of the service as opposed to the timetabled departures of individual

journeys. It is calculated as

Excess Waiting Time = Average Waiting Time – Scheduled Waiting Time.

Excess waiting time has not been calculated, much less taken into account, in the

assessment undertaken of punctuality in the corridor.

The methodology used and the calculation of punctuality benefits risks double counting

travel time savings already calculated from the basic NGT modelling work – in that:

(a) the use of a mean in-vehicle time for current bus services already builds in some

allowance for the variability of journey times: by definition some journeys will be

faster than the mean, others slower.

(b) the use of the mean in-vehicle time for current bus services based on observed

data fails to take account of the fact that the bus operator already builds in

variability to its advertised schedules, which are adjusted to reflect traffic

conditions at different times of the day. These differences should already be built

into the different mode choice models for the three different single hour time

periods, and thus already counted in the time savings accrued from the base

modal switch calculations of the benefits of switching from bus to NGT. To attach

a further benefit for variations from a mean which is inapplicable to the time

period concerned would be to double count.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/8137/measurement-template.pdf
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3.7 Paragraph 3.48 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick states that “Core Document C-1-11

[NGT Punctuality Report] sets out how the values derived from the Stated Preference

work have been used to calculate the monetised benefits that form part of the appraisal”.

In C-1-11, Paragraph 2.17 relates to a 2009 study on the reduction in variability of actual

travel time relative to expected travel time due to bus priority measures by 17.5%.

Paragraph 2.18 of C-1-11 cites a literature review of published evidence from other cities

about the extent to which successful advanced priority schemes reduced the actual travel

time variation by 50%, and it was concluded in the report referred to in Paragraph 2.17

that the 50% was representative of the impact of NGT. This assumption was reviewed for

the 2014 update. Paragraph 2.20 adopts a conservative attitude to the impact of the

advanced priority by reducing the 50% to 25%. This is applied to all passengers who

switch to NGT, both from bus and from other modes. In Paragraph 2.21 of C-1-11 a

similarly conservative attitude has been taken to the 17.5% benefit identified in Paragraph

2.17, reducing this to 8.75%, these percentages are then applied in Table 3.1 to produce

the present value of Punctuality benefit, identified in Paragraph 3.10 as contributing 19%

of the total value of benefits. The following issues therefore arise:

(a) While it might seem logical to reduce the 50% benefit since this is from other

cities and there can be no confirmation of like for like comparison, it is not at all

clear that a reduction, or the same level of reduction should be made to the

17.5% factor since this derived from a study of bus priority in Leeds itself, and

the NGT proposals are held consistently to provide enhanced priority for the

buses on the NGT routes. The reduction cannot therefore be justified.

(b) Even if the reduction of the 17.5% factor to 8.75% is justified, the Promoters do

not illustrate why it is possible to apply the full 25% benefit to passengers who

switch to NGT from bus, given that those who do not switch from bus are held to

benefit by 8.75% anyway. The correct level of benefit MUST be 25% less 8.75%

= 16.25%, with a corresponding reduction in the £20.9m PV to £13.585m.

3.8 In Paragraph 3.103 of the evidence of Neil Chadwick he again asserts that “one of the

most significant benefits of NGT is that it will be more punctual than bus services in the do

minimum”. However, as noted in the immediately preceding paragraphs, I have grave

doubts about the methodology used to calculate and evaluate these benefits.

3.9 In Paragraph 3.131, bullet point 3, Mr Chadwick asserts that “NGT will provide faster

public transport links to key facilities across the city and improve cross-city links between

north and south Leeds.” However, direct cross-city links are already provided by FWY bus

services between many of the points on the NGT network (for a further discussion of this

issue, see paras 2.18 and 2.19 and Appendix 5 of the FWY Statement of Case), and the
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assessment of NGT has taken no account of the potential effect of its introduction on

cross city links already provided by bus on the corridors concerned.

3.10 In Paragraph 3.131, bullet point 5, Mr Chadwick states that “NGT will result in a strong

beneficial effect on option values”. After defining “option value”, he goes on to justify this

assertion by stating that “Clearly, NGT creates a new option for travellers that would not

otherwise exist”. I consider this assertion is utterly unsound, and the whole weight of the

FWY evidence to this inquiry supports that view: the Leeds bus network already provides

the overwhelming majority of the links which NGT would provide, at no risk to the public

purse, without the need for expensive investment in electrification infrastructure and

without the damage to the heritage and visual environment which NGT would create.

4 The Evidence of Paul Hanson

4.1 Paragraph 3.17 of the evidence of Paul Hanson details the initial development of the

Leeds Transport Model (LTM), and states that it has been used to model NGT. No

clarification is given as to whether the LTM has also been used to evaluate the other

schemes in the proposed Transport Fund, and also whether other schemes alternative to

NGT were evaluated to see if the NGT should be given priority.

4.2 In Paragraph 3.23, Mr Hanson deals with the development of the Leeds Public Transport

Model, and Paragraph 3.24 refers to the reports which he says illustrate the “rigour with

which the model was developed and show that the model reproduced the existing

patterns of travel and network performance”. The TAS analysis of the Electronic Ticket

Machine (ETM) data supplied by FWY suggests that the model is overstating the bus trips

on the NGT corridor by a substantial margin (this is set out in Chapter 4 of the TAS

January report, Appendix 2 to the FWY Statement of Case, and in Chapter 3 of the TAS

Supplementary report, Appendix 2 to my Proof of Evidence). This therefore calls into

question the underlying data in the Leeds Public Transport Model and its ability to predict

outcomes in line with the reality of what is happening on the ground.

4.3 The TAS analysis of FWY ETM data already referred to also calls into question the

statement in Paragraph 3.37 that “the model has been developed from a satisfactory

observed evidence base.”

4.4 I note with some surprise from Paragraph 4.10 that the Department for Transport’s

criterion for acceptable accuracy in modelling public transport flows appears to be +/-

25%. This seems to offer an astonishingly wide margin for error against which to be able

to forecast patronage and revenue.

4.5 Paragraph 4.17 of the evidence of Paul Hanson discusses how the LTM works in terms

of calculating emissions: “the transport model outputs were aggregated to provide

forecasts of 12, 18, 24 hour and night time periods that are required for noise and air
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quality appraisal”. In terms of air quality, it is not made clear whether the LTM has been

updated to reflect the improved emissions profile of the West Yorkshire and Leeds based

fleet of FWY, and whether the result would be different if FWY’s fleet of hybrids, as

currently used on the Scot Hall Road services, were deployed along the corridors for

which NGT is proposed, for example.

4.6 Paragraph 5.1 of the evidence of Paul Hanson states that the model is capable of

analysing whether “if the cost of travel increases there will be a reduction in travel

demand”. Paragraph 5.8 goes on to refer to assumed changes in public transport fares

over the period. However, the assumed rate of increase has not been stated, and

therefore there must be concern that the model will not currently reflect accurately the

actual fares following the recent reductions of circa 25% introduced in January 2014.

There must be some concern, too, that the model is not capable of accommodating the

recent 7% growth in patronage achieved by FWY in response to improved commercial

performance and changes in customer perceptions. This change is witnessed by the

score of 88% satisfied or very satisfied recorded by the Passenger Focus customer

satisfaction surveys of Autumn 20132.

4.7 Paragraph 5.11 of the evidence of Paul Hanson compares usage of bus services along

the Headingley corridor in 2008, and predicted usage from 2008 to 2016 and 2031. The

demand for bus services in the northern corridor is forecast to decline from 2008 to 2016

by about 15%, and then to recover between 2016 and 2031 back to 2008 levels. In

reality, the patronage on FWY buses on the northern corridor has continually increased

since 2008 by 4.90% and FWY have continually increased service levels over the period

which has further contributed to this growth in demand. The increase has occurred,

despite a fall in average vehicle speeds on the corridor.

4.8 Paragraph 6.5 of the evidence of Paul Hanson states: “In representing NGT there was a

choice of whether to use the run time model outputs directly within the LTM. This has the

advantage of using the considered assessment undertaken. The disadvantage was that

assessments were for 2020, and there would therefore be some mis-statement of future

bus speeds in 2016 and 2031. However, the interpolation of LTM outputs offsets this

apparent discrepancy. I judge therefore that the advantage outweighs the disadvantage

and used the runtime model outputs”. However, no evidence as to the interpolation of

LTM outputs offsetting the discrepancy is given, and thus there is nothing to support the

validity of Mr Hanson’s judgement.

4.9 At Paragraph 6.6, Mr Hanson refers to the “benefits of NGT” being “the step change in

service quality it would provide”. For the reasons stated in paragraph 2.2 and 2.5 above,

2 http://www.passengerfocus.org.uk/research/publications/bus-passenger-survey-full-report-autumn-2013
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NGT would not deliver such a step change in quality, which calls into question the whole

approach to the modelling of NGT. For the same reasons, the assertion at Paragraph 6.7

of the evidence of Paul Hanson that “the provision of NGT would substantially improve

the public transport service along the corridor” is incorrect. For the reasons set out in

Chapter 3 of the TAS Supplementary Report (Appendix 2 to my Proof of Evidence), the

accuracy of the statements about future bus demand at paragraphs 6.8 and 6.9 of Mr

Hanson’s Proof is thus questionable.

4.10 Paragraph 6.13 of the evidence of Paul Hanson states “Outside the immediate NGT

corridor, provision of the NGT service is not forecast materially to affect public transport

demand. Overall the forecasts indicate a reduction of less than 3% of forecast public

transport demand using bus services in other corridors as a result of passengers

changing route or destination to use NGT”. There is no evidence to support what this 3%

figure relates to, or how it has been calculated. Furthermore, it is implied by the

Promoters that the existing bus services at the ends of the NGT corridors will not be

affected by NGT, and will remain sustainable and viable. This is not the case, as detailed

in the Proofs submitted by myself and Paul Turner, with the core heart of these services

stripped out and abstracted by NGT, the remaining sections are unlikely to be sustainable

on their own, thus making the whole route unviable. Furthermore, as detailed in the Proof

of Dave Alexander, the impacts of NGT on existing bus service provision along the NGT

corridors will have adverse effects on bus services away from the corridors, across the

wider city and West Yorkshire.

4.11 In Paragraphs 7.1 to 7.7, Mr Hanson considers the specification of the Next Best

Alternative (NBA) and the ‘low cost’ alternative (LCA) and the results of the modelling

tests for these. He also reports (paragraph 7.3) on additional tests carried out using

different quality parameters. However, there continues to be a doubt as to the precise

means by which the lower quality rating for NBA can be justified.

(a) I note two comparative tables from the document C-1-16 Sub Mode Options

Report, in which tables 3.11 and 3.12 identify the different characteristics of the

trolleybus and the diesel hybrid and diesel hybrid plug in bus. It is clear from this

table that either a diesel hybrid or a Plug in hybrid has all the same features as a

trolleybus that would enable it to take full advantage of all the same optimisation

techniques as applied to the trolleybus. The vehicles have the same capacities,

can move at the same speeds, are able to operate the same frequencies, have

the same (or better) turning circles, and the same door configurations. There are

therefore no identifiable operational differences between the NGT Preferred

Option or the NBA operating with either a diesel hybrid or a plug in hybrid.
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(b) In the Runtime Assessment Technical Note (Core Document C-1-13), para 1.4

clearly states that the NBA uses all the same infrastructure as the NGT proposal,

the only difference being the use of a hybrid diesel plug in bus instead of the

NGT proposed trolleybus. It is also states (Paragraph 1.5) that the run times are

assumed to be the same as NGT.

(c) Thus, the only difference between the proposed NGT scheme and the NBA

should be the vehicle type and the provision of the overhead cables for power for

the trolleybuses. If the NBA scheme is using all the same NGT infrastructure and

serving it with vehicles that are the same other than the power source, in

modelling terms there should be no difference in the penalties applied. A

trolleybus is a bus: it is therefore difficult to see how the deemed poorer quality of

the NBA leads to 27% fewer passengers than the NGT proposals.

4.12 Paragraph 8.13 states an error in way fares are represented in the LTM. Mr Hanson

concludes that the margin of error is only small (up to 4%), but provides no evidence to

back up why this is the case.

4.13 It is highlighted in Paragraph 10.21 of the evidence of Paul Hanson that the modelling

shows high numbers of car drivers not wanting to use Bodington park and ride and

instead driving straight past it, continuing to drive and park in the city centre, highlighting

a further issue with the Promoters’ case. This is particularly ironic, given the flawed

design of the route, in that to serve the northern park and ride site from Holt Park, a

‘double run’ (i.e. necessitating the need to double back on yourself twice) is required. This

in itself puts a significant additional adverse value on wasted time for through passengers,

which has not been considered by the Promoters.

4.14 In Mr Hanson’s evidence, Paragraphs 8.17 to 8.20 deal with the sensitivity tests

undertaken on the NGT forecasts for different service level and fare scenarios. These are

reviewed in detail at Chapter 9 of the TAS Supplementary Report at Appendix 2 of my

Proof of Evidence. I note that:

(a) At Paragraph 8.19, bullet point 1 states that “a service operating with a frequency

of 8 rather than 10 vehicles an hour [i.e. less frequently] is forecast to carry 12%

less demand”. The NGT central case is built on a service level of 10 trolleybuses

an hour, whereas the current public transport service is 20-22 buses per hour (so

NGT will provide a lower frequency), yet the Business Case claims that overall

demand will increase, as the service will be more attractive. This is counter-

intuitive.

(b) At Paragraph 8.19, bullet point 3 states that if the same fares were charged as

buses (including a short hop fare) demand would rise by 2%. However, (bullet
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point 2) a premium fare would reduce demand by 21%. In the sensitivity testing

in Core Document C-1-9, including in the Competition Test, the Promoters make

no assessment as to the effect of FWY reducing fares further. Such a reduction

could be expected to oblige NGT to respond by cutting fares as well to avoid

their fares becoming “premium” and thus triggering the reduction in demand of

21%. Given the tight operating surplus of the scheme, and the threats to this

already identified in my Proof of Evidence (see Table 3 and Para 15.3 and 15.4),

it is clear this is a major risk to the project.

(c) Neither the modellers nor the Promoters specify in detail what proposed NGT

fare levels would be, other than that they would be ‘broadly comparable’ to

existing bus fares, except the lowest fare stage which would be charged at a

higher price on NGT. The Promoters have stated for many years that FWY fare

levels do not offer good value for money given the demographic of Leeds and

West Yorkshire, and have repeatedly stated that bus fares were too high and

unaffordable. Now however, these same fare scales (‘broadly comparable’, but

with in fact a higher charge for short distance travellers than bus) will be used for

NGT. This therefore must mean that either the Promoters actually believe FWY’s

fares are value for money, or that the Promoters are going to charge NGT users

fares which they do not believe are value for money. Regarding the sensitivity

tests reported by Mr Hanson at paragraph 8.20, the possibility of a bus operator

response involving cutting fares as well as maintaining existing fare levels does

not seem to have been undertaken. I note also that the risk analysis outlined at

Chapter 9 of the TAS Supplementary Report concerning the patronage and

revenue risks involved in the delivery of the technical performance and reliability

specification have not featured in the programme of Sensitivity Tests reported on

by Mr Hanson and in Core Document C-1-9. I also note that the Sensitivity Tests

are conducted in isolation, without any relative weighting as to their probability of

happening in combination. This could have been achieved with a “Monte Carlo”

simulation, which would give the Inspector a feel for the relative size and

probability of the risks involved in the project.

5 The Evidence of Gordon Robertson

5.1 At Paragraph 3.14, Mr Robertson states “NGT vehicles will be given a very high degree of

priority – STM software will ensure that wherever possible NGT will not stop at traffic

signals.” However, Mr Robertson does not indicate whether any testing was carried out as

to the consequences of not giving quite so much priority to NGT. He also fails to show

whether any testing was carried out to optimise the balance between NGT and other
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vehicles – particularly buses – at junctions where the two public transport modes intersect

with each other.

5.2 Similarly, at Paragraph 3.14, Mr Robertson sets out a number of conditions which make

the degree of priority afforded to NGT possible. Presumably, therefore, if an alternative

bus-based solution was able to deliver these attributes (e.g. short dwell times at stops

and reliable travel times, with high capacity vehicles), then a similar level of priority could

be delivered to that bus service.

5.3 At Paragraph 3.30, Mr Robertson states “there is a practical limit to the number of

vehicles per hour in each direction that can be offered the highest level of priority at traffic

signals” This limit is not identified explicitly. It is implied in the capacity of the roadside

electrical equipment specified at 15 vehicles per hour maximum, but not specified either

in APP-6-2 nor anywhere else. The limit using the current traffic light control system, and

what assessment has been made, if any, is not stated, while the possibility of this limit

changing, either up or down as a result of changes in equipment, software or traffic

volume is also not given. It is possible to provide priority on the Croydon Tramlink system

for 24 trams per hour at all junctions in congested Central Croydon. 3 If the priority

afforded to the trams in Croydon is at a lower level than that proposed for NGT, Mr

Robertson should indicate whether a similar system was evaluated for NGT.

5.4 In Paragraphs 3.22 to 3.30, Mr Robertson sets out again a series of conditions under

which the levels of priority designed for NGT could be delivered. Whether this could be

offered to any public transport system that met the same conditions is not stated.

5.5 At Paragraph 5.36, Mr Robertson states that the junction at Otley Road/Otley Old Road is

nearing capacity but the modelled flows include rerouting predicted by LTM in response to

changes to the network. Mr Robertson then states that this rerouting may not be

attractive to motorists and may therefore not happen (therefore stating that something

predicted in the LTM might not happen). Given that all the modelling work that has been

carried out for NGT is predicated on the results taken from LTM – including this junction –

it is concerning that no risk assessment has been carried out on the consequences of a

failure of traffic to divert. Given that this junction has to be traversed twice by every NGT

vehicle travelling between Holt Park and the City Centre, Mr Robertson should have

assessed the risks to the NGT running time and vehicle requirement, but has not done so.

5.6 At Paragraph 5.43, Mr Robertson discusses the capacity of Lawnswood Roundabout at

the junction of the A660 and the Leeds Ring Road. He notes that the LTM forecasts that

more traffic will use this junction “as it would be so much easier to negotiate”. He goes on

to note that, “This is not surprising as traffic will fill up any available green time to its

3 See https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/tramlink_tram_priority_at_traffi_2?unfold=1
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maximum at some point on a radial during a morning peak”. This is incompatible with the

stated Local Transport Plan objective of reducing car commuting from outside the Ring

Road.

6 Declaration

6.1 I confirm I have made clear which facts and matters referred to are my own knowledge

and which are not. Those within my knowledge I confirm are true. The opinions I have

expressed represent my true and complete opinion on the matters to which they refer.

6.2 I believe the facts stated in this proof of evidence are true.

………………………………………………………….. ………………17 April 2014

Christopher Cheek Date


